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***

The New York Times reports that Biden is going to forestall Russian aggression against
Ukraine  by  deploying  between  1,000  and  5,000  US  troops  on  Russia’s  border  and  is
prepared to increase the number of troops tenfold to 10,000 to 50,000 soldiers. A Russian
army would eat this small number for a snack in 5 minutes. Clearly the purpose of the
deployment is not military. The purpose is to heighten the “Russian threat” in the minds of
the people in advance of a false flag event that will be blamed on the Kremlin.

If Biden wants to deter Russia all he needs to do is to give Russia the security guarantee she
says she needs. Why does Biden want Russia to be insecure?

The cause of the problem is obvious. In 2014 the US in an attempt to deprive Russia of her
Black Sea naval base overthrew a Russian-friendly and democratically elected Ukrainian
government and installed a neo-Nazi regime that began war against the Russian inhabitants
of the Donbass region of Eastern Ukraine, formerly parts of Russia that had been transferred
during the Soviet era into the the Soviet Union’s Ukrainian province.

To stabilize the situation, Russia hammered out the Minsk Agreement but neither Ukraine
nor the Western signatories kept the agreement.

Russia does not want the broke and troublesome Ukraine. Russia just wants Ukraine not to
become a place for US missile bases.

It is a simple demand easy to accept in the interest of peace.

But  peace  is  unprofitable  and  is  the  last  thing  the  US  military/security  complex  wants.
Therefore Washington is responding to the Russian/US/NATO security talks by deploying
troops on Russia’s borders. The stupid British are stirring the pot of “Russian aggression” by
withdrawing the embassy staff from Kiev. See this.

We have been hearing from US/NATO about the “growing Russian threat” for a long time.
What happens to credibility that is already damaged if there is no Russian invasion? It
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seems that Washington and its NATO puppets are so far out on the limb that they simply
must provoke a Russian invasion.

The Russians are waiting in vain for Washington’s written response to their proposal for
mutual security. Washington has answered with more accusations, more provocations.

Is  the  Kremlin  having  difficulty  understanding:  (1)  that  Trump  was  removed  from  office
because he said  he wanted to  normalize  relations  with  Russia,  (2)  that  Russia  is  the
necessary  enemy  for  the  power  and  profit  of  the  US  military/security  complex,  and  (3)
Russia is regarded as the obstacle to US hegemony? How can it be that in the face of all
evidence to the contrary the Kremlin has the delusion that Washington is interested in
Russians feeling secure.

While the Kremlin wastes time, weapons pour into Ukraine and the Western media prepare
their people for “Russian aggression.” Russian protests of intentions attributed to her are
pointless. The Western media knows the required narrative and is not interested in any
facts.

The question really is whether Russia can accept that she has an enemy.

*
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